IMPORTANT: Follow the instructions carefully. There are two methods to install your protector: with or without the application gel:

**GEL APPLICATION**

The gel application method allows you to more easily position your protector and minimizes bubbles. Although it requires about 30 minutes to dry before use, there will be significantly less haze than the dry method immediately after application. We recommend waiting overnight before putting it in your pocket; it will take up to 72 hours to completely cure.

**DRY APPLICATION**

The dry apply method offers a quicker application, though your protector cannot be repositioned once it is applied. As the adhesive cures, there will be a visible haze immediately following application, but should completely cure within 96 hours. Your device will be ready for use immediately after application, but we recommend waiting overnight before putting it in your pocket.

**PREPARATION**

Turn your device off, wash your hands, and clean your device with provided cleaning cloth.

**GEL APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Remove the film from the white back liner. Using your finger, spread application gel over the entire sticky side of the film. Only a few drops of gel are needed.
2. Place the protector on the device, reposition by placing your fingers on the film and gliding it into the correct position.
3. Using a credit card covered with the provided cleaning cloth, squeegee from the middle to remove all bubbles and excess gel.
4. Let sit for 20 minutes, then carefully remove the cap sheet (a) by pulling on the BodyGuardz tab. Any haziness will disappear over time.

**DRY APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS**

1. With the film facing down, peel the white back liner down 1-1.5 inches from the top and crease the liner, exposing the adhesive side of the film. Be careful not to touch the adhesive.
2. Position the film over the device using edges, buttons and camera to judge the alignment. When it is aligned, press down on the exposed adhesive portion.
3. Using a credit card, press down the remaining portion of the film, letting the back liner slip away. Rub the surface with card or cleaning cloth to smooth out any bubbles.
4. Carefully remove the cap sheet (a) by pulling on the BodyGuardz tab. Any haziness will disappear over time.

FOR FULL-BODY: Repeat process for back protector, and apply any side pieces by peeling them off the back liner and placing them according to included diagram (no gel is needed for side pieces).

NOTE: Illustrations do not necessarily represent your device.
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